
ATS CONTINUING EDUCATION SEMINAR
Mixed Topics - Live In-Person - Fort Lauderdale,

FL 
Tuesday, May 10, 2022 

Cafe Vico
1125 North Federal Highway , Fort Lauderdale, FL

33304
08:00 AM Welcome, Credits, and Certificates

08:10 AM Guide to Home Elevators

Overview of home elevators including: Possible applications and potential end users, common
features as well as the four main types of drive systems, site requirements and codes and
regulations.

Kyle Filer
Savaria Concord Lifts Provider #: 40107405
AIA #:AIASAV101-2019 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

09:10 AM Exterior Tile installations “Tiling the Great Outdoors”
This session will discuss industry standards and guidelines regarding exterior tile 
installations. Participants will be shown how to plan for a successful installation. They will 
learn how to specify industry standards that are relevant to exterior installations. Participants 
will also have a good understanding on how to select proper materials for the job while taking 
environmental conditions into consideration.
Luis Roman
MAPEI Corporation Provider #: J163
AIA #:MAP054 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

10:10 AM Break

10:20 AM Rigid Insulation Product Knowledge & Uses

This course will review an in-depth breakdown of the current uses of rigid insulation in the
construction industry. The attendees will learn more about the differences of rigid insulation
products and the recommended uses of each product type. Discussion points to include the
changes of the current energy codes and the requirements for the use of continuous insulation
in the majority of future projects. The participant will be able to better evaluate their current
building assemblies and understand the requirements that are dictated by current codes.

Lee Bybee
Ox Engineered Products Provider #: 40107972
AIA #:OXAIA401 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920011917

11:20 AM Prefabricated Ornamental Railing Systems

This course is designed to teach the attendee the differences between custom ornamental
railing systems fabricated locally versus those fabricated 100% offsite.

Kevin Harris
AGS Stainless Inc. Provider #: 404108593
AIA #:K1608D HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920020642

12:20 PM Lunch

01:10 PM End


